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Scattering Theory for Relativistic Particles a)b)

by F. Coester

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

(29. V. 64)

Relativistic particle quantum mechanics is a possible alternative to quantum field theory on
the one hand and analytic S-matrix theory on the other. The scattering theory for one or several
two-particle channels can be formulated in the rest frame of the center of mass along the same lines
as the nonrelativistic scattering theory. The existence and completeness of the scattering states,
their asymptotic properties, and the Lorentz invariance of the S operator follow from known
mathematical theorems. To be consistent, a multiparticle theory must satisfy the following
requirements. (1) The interaction of two particles should be the same when they are alone or when
other particles are present at a large distance. (2) Since a particle system may break up into two or
more noninteracting clusters, the dynamical description of the entire system must also contain the
correct Lorentz-invariant description of each of the clusters. These requirements have been
satisfied for three-particle systems.

I. Introduction

In relativistic field theories, the requirements of relativistic invariance impose
potent restrictions on the equations of motion. That is a great virtue since one desires

no arbitrary functions and few parameters in a .fundamental' theory of .elementary'
particles. On the other hand, these restrictions may be so strong as to rule out all non-
trivial theories, i. e., theories in which the scattering operator differs from the identity.

In particle dynamics without external fields, the restrictions are much less severe.
At any rate, one may inquire whether conditions habitually imposed are really
necessary or whether they are perhaps the result of unfounded prejudice. At least we
must require that Lorentz transformations are represented by unitary operators in the
Hilbert space of the states of the system. The irreducible unitary representations of
the inhomogeneous Lorentz group are well known c)x). They are specified by the mass
M and the spin j. The elements of the representation space $M)- are square-integrable
functions % fp, j3, rj) where p is the momentum, js is a component of the spin, and r\
stands for all other variables that may be necessary for a complete description. The
norm of % is

llxl|2= [dp ZZ\x(P, it, V)\2-

a) Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
b) In 1947 I suggested to Professor Stueckelberg in a casual conversation to formulate

relativistic particle dynamics in the rest frame of the center of mass. His immediate reply was :

«Obviously you can do this for two particles, but how do you propose to make sense for three
particles » It is a pleasure to dedicate this paper to his 60th birthday.

°) Only the positive-mass representations will be of interest to us.
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General reducible representations are direct integrals of irreducible representations

Ô E I daW) $>Mi ¦ (2)
©j e

The elements of the representation space § are square-integrable functions % (p, M,
j, j3, rj) with the norm

IMI* [dp [dafM)Z £ Z\X(P, M, j, H, rj)\2 ¦ (3)
J J i H--1 n

The Hilbert space § is therefore a tensor product

§ v ® &, (4)

where §>c is the space of the square-integrable functions %c(p) and the 'little Hilbert
space' i) is the representation space of the little group. The elements of I) are square-
integrable functions ^ (M,j,j3, rj). The dynamical description of the relative motion
of the particles may be formulated in the little Hilbert space. Invariance under the
little group is only a very weak restriction on possible interactions. Relativistic
invariance alone is thus a rather weak requirement. Much stronger restrictions come
from the asymptotic conditions to be discussed below.

Eddington 2) first pointed out that one may specify interactions between particles
in terms of the relative coordinates in the rest frame of the center of mass. This frame
is physically distinguished and the interactions are not restricted by relativistic
requirements. The description of the particle system in any other Lorentz frame is
then obtained by applying a Lorentz transformation to the entire system. The
resulting theory is Lorentz invariant, but it is not satisfactory. The objections which
were pointed out quickly by Dirac, Peierls, and Pryce3) may be paraphrased as

follows. The interaction of two particles should be the same when they are alone or
when other particles are present at a large distance. A particle system may break up
into two or more noninteracting clusters. The dynamical description of the entire
system must also contain the correct Lorentz-invariant description of each of the
clusters. Bakamjian and Thomas4) have given a mathematical formulation of
relativistic particle dynamics without regard to this problem. Foldy6) has clearly
formulated the problem and attempted a solution, but without success. The assumption

that the individual particle coordinates are observable at all times leads to the
requirement that they form invariant world lines. Currie, Jordan, and Sudarshan6
have shown that for two particles this requirement excludes any interaction*3).

In a quantum theory of strongly interacting particles, it is reasonable to follow
Heisenberg8) and assert that the only observables are S-matrix elements and the
masses and dynamical variables of free particles. The observable initial and final states
of any scattering process are "free-particle states", that is they are vectors in a Hilbert
space §y which is constructed by forming tensor products of single-particle spaces and
direct sums of such tensor products. The single-particle spaces are representation
spaces of irreducible representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. Lorentz
transformations on the tensor product are defined by taking the tensor product of the

This result has been extended to three particles by J. T. Cannon and T. F. Jordan').
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corresponding irreducible representations. The realizations of the ten generators of the
inhomogeneous Lorentz group are then additive in the individual particles. The S

operator is a Lorentz invariant unitary mapping of this space onto itself. A single-
particle state is left unchanged by the operator S. In addition, S must satisfy certain
asymptotic conditions6) corresponding to the physical requirement that there shall
be no scattering for infinite impact parameters. More generally, if a multiparticle
system is spatially separated into two subsystems, the S operator must decompose
into the tensor product of the separately Lorentz-invariant S operators for the two
clustersZ This requirement, formulated as a limiting condition in the sense of strong
operator convergence8), is

s-lim exp fi p' a) S exp (— i p' a) S' ® S" (5)
|a|-*oo

where p' is the total momentum of a subsystem of particles'1). The strong limit (5)
follows from the weak convergence since

||5 e'pa II _ Il M

for all a and " lu il/U

IZ'®s"z!| n*]!.

Since we want to discuss a dynamical theory in which S is a derived quantity, we
describe briefly the relevant features of ordinary quantum mechanics. States of the
system of interacting particles are vectors tp in a Hilbert space jrj. The generator of the
time displacements (Hamiltonian) is known as a function of a complete set of operators.
The time dependence of any state is then given by

yW-«-""#>). (6)

The knowledge of the one-particle eigenstates of H for both elementary and composite
particles provides us with an isometric mapping of the one-particle subspaces of jrjy
onto subspaces of §>. Tensor products and sums of these mappings give a mapping 0
of l^-into §. This mapping is needed to formulate the initial conditions for a scattering
process. A scattering state fft) is by definition a state which for t -> — oo approaches
a state of noninteracting particles, i.e.,

lim\\tp(t)-0e~iH«t x\\ 0, (7)

where «-»--oo

Wft) e-iHtxpfQ), (8)

e) Within the framework of axiomatic field theory, spatial asymptotic conditions have been
formulated by Haag9) and Ruelle10).

f) The importance of multiparticle scattering in a consistent S-matrix theory was first
emphasized by E. C. G. Stueckelberg in a series of seminar lectures in 1945.

s) The cluster decomposition property of the S operator has been formulated by Wichman and
Chrichton11) as a weak operator limit.

h) For the sake of simplicity we assume here and in the following that the particles are
distinguishable. Identical particles can always be treated by projecting out the symmetric or
antisymmetric states.
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and * e irjy. The operator H0 is the energy of the noninteracting particles. The existence
of the limit (7) for every * implies the strong operator limit

Q_ s-lim eiHt0e-iH"A (9)
t—»--OO

Sfa= lim f0e-iH>tXpWaft))

(Z/,ß+t£L*J, (10)

Q+ sAimeiHi0e-iH°A (11)

The S matrix is defined by

where

The operators Q+ and Q_ are generalized Moller operators. The S operator is then

S Ûf Q_ (12)

It is unitary if the operator Q± are complete, i. e., if Q+ and Q_ have equal ranges.
In the simplest case, that in which all observed particles are elementary, the

operator algebras in <rj and $$f are isomorphic. The vectors * and 0% may then be

represented by the same wave functions. It is then convenient to follow the usual
practice of identifying £jy and §> with 0=1. For rearrangement collusions this
possibility does not exist.

In ordinary quantum mechanics the dynamical variables operating in § are
supposed to be observables. In an S-matrix theory this assumption disappears.
Assumptions about the operators operating on § are primarily a matter of
convenience. Their real content lies only in their consequences for S. In fact, a large
equivalence class of Hamiltonians produces the same operator S12). Let S be any
unitary operator satisfying the condition

s-lim {3-1)0 e~iH'1 0 (13)
t->-± oo

Then the Hamiltonian
H' £'t H 3 (14)

produces the same S operator as H since

s-lim em't0e-iH'i 3'- Q± (15)
i-*± oo

In relativistic field theory, the operators in §> are the basic fields which may or
may not have simple relations to the observed particles. In any relativistic theory we
must have a representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group Ufa, A) in §> such
that

Ufa, A) Q_ U0fa, A) QA (16)

and
Q+ U0fa, A) Of Q_ U0fa, A) QA (17)

where U0(a, A) is the group representation in $)f. A homogeneous Lorentz
transformation is labeled by A, a space-time translation by a. Corresponding to the equivalence

class of Hamiltonians generated by the operators S there is also an equivalence

class of representations Ufa, A). The relation (17) guarantees the invariance of
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the 5 operator1). The S operator has the cluster property (5) is the Moller operators
Q± have this property, i.e., if

s-lim (Q± -Q'±®Q"A) e'p' ° 0 (18)
\a\—»oo

Equation (5) follows from Equation (18) since

S-S'® S" fl+t {Q_ - Q'_ ® Q"A) + (Q+ - Q'+ ® Q"+)t Q'+ ® Q"_ (19)

and fS — S' x S") exp i p' a vanishes strongly if it vanishes weakly.
The purpose of the present paper is to explore a scheme in which the dynamical

variables operating on § are those of a finite number of particles, in particular the
case in which they are isomorphic to the observables in §y. The operator ß± may be
constructed from assumed explicit expressions for the generators of the representation
U. To do this for just two particles is almost trivial on its face. Explicit expressions
for the generators are well known14)15). The scattering problem may be formulated
and solved in the rest frame of the center of mass13). The resulting S operator is

manifestly invariant by construction. The only nontrivial problem is a mathematically
rigorous proof of the existence of the Moller operators Q± and their asymptotic
properties under suitable assumptions about the interaction term in the rest energy.
Relevant theorems have been proved by several authors16-23). If the interaction
energy is an operator of rank one, then the Moller operator can be obtained explicitly
in closed form24). For spinless particles, Jordan, Macfarlane, and Sudarshan25)
exhibit this particular Moller operator and verify by direct calculation that it is

unitary and satisfies the required asymptotic conditions.
For more than two particles, the separability requirement of Foldy5) presents a

major difficulty. We exhibit a class of three-particle systems with the correct cluster
structure. The kinematics of relativistic two-body systems has been thoroughly
investigated by Joos26) and Macfarlane27). The kinematics of the two noninteracting
clusters is in essence the same as for two particles. In Sec. II, the pertinent information
will be reviewed without proof and a convenient notation will be introduced. The
scattering theory for two-body systems is discussed in Sec. III. In that section we
assemble the mathematical machinery which will allow us to treat three-particle
scattering in Sec. IV.

Most of our discussions will be concerned with single-channel scattering, i.e., the
same particles appear in the initial and final states. The simplest many-channel
systems are those for which the Hilbert space is the direct sum of several «-particle
spaces for different numbers and species of particles with possible transitions between
channels. The extension of our theory to such systems is straightforward and will be
discussed briefly. Multichannel scattering by composite particles involves additional
problems which will not be considered in this paper.

As a result we have a scheme for constructing unitary Lorentz-invariant S

operators with the correct cluster structure from self-adjoint interaction operators.
The latter are as arbitrary as the Hamiltonians in low-energy nuclear theory; for a

') Fong and Sucher13) show that it is easy to construct Hamiltonians such that Moller
operators ö± exist but Equation (17) is not satisfied.
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physical theory, a concrete proposal for a description of real systems is needed. Such

attemps are beyond the scope of the present paper.

II. Kinematics of Particle Systems

The generators of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group are the space translation P,
the time displacement H, the space rotations J, and the proper Lorentz transformations

K. Their commutation relations, with c % 1, are

[Pi,Pj\ [Pl,H] [fi,H] Q,

Ui,Af\=iZeijkAk, (20)
k

where A} is they component of any 3-vector, i.e., J.-, Pj, or Ky, and

[Ki,Kf -i^eijkfk,
k

[H, Kf - i Pj [P,, Kj] - i ôtJ H (21)

In the space of the square-integrable functions %fp, M, j, j3, rj) [see Equation (3)], the
generators are realized by

Po

(22)

k - ; (* h h x) - u x p) (.if + Hy
where

(23)

and p | p |. The four vector (p0, p) will be denoted by p and p2 — M2. For
practical purposes it is more convenient to define dynamical variables and then find
the generators as functions of these variables than to follow the more common
procedure of defining dynamical variables as functions of the generators. For a single
elementary system M, j and r] are fixed numbers. In general we may parameterize the
little Hilbert space by any set of commuting operators that also commute with *
and p. In place of M we have then an operator h which commutes with p, x, and j.
Any operator A is invariant if and only if it commutes with p, x, j, and h. We note
that the spin j is invariant under translations and Lorentz transformations in the
direction of p. According to Wigner1), any homogeneous Lorentz transformation A
may be decomposed as

A ßff') mfp, A) /71 (p) (24)

where p' Ap, and ß(p) is a special Lorentz transformation defined by

p P, H fp2 + M2A2

J X X P+J >

7\xH + H x) - U x P) {M

xk
d

l -rapt

'ik fp)=Ô{k + ^îJX(M + p0), i,k 1,2,3 (25)M

M2= -
Pßß>Va- <26)
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It is designed such that „ ~ ,„„ßfp) fM, 0, 0, 0) p (27)

yifp, A) is a rotation defined by Equation (24). We have then

lP{ß(fi))JU{ß(p))=j, (28)

U\A)jUfA) np,A)j. (29)

For two noninteracting systems, we have the operators p(,), *w, /w and A(,) for
each system and the Lorentz generators are additive in the two systems. We wish to
write the generators of the combined system again in the canonical form. The operators

that parameterize the little Hilbert space must commute with PK. The
individual spins /(1) and f2) do not have this property.

Let p be the total momentum

We define *-*» + *»¦ (30)

^{^W^Z'21) (31)

as the relative momentum in the rest frame of the center of mass. The channel spin s

is defined by „ „s=Ufßfp))[p+j^]U\ß(p))
%pv, ß~\p))p + 9f(£<2>, tHP))?*- (32)

The spin of the combined system is then

j y x k + s (33)

where yl id/dkt. The spin j is the sum of the intrinsic orbital angular momentum
and the channel spin.

The transformation coefficients between the p(1), p{2], f2\ jm, f3\ j{2) representation

and the p, fe, /fl), f2\ s, s3 representation are closely related to the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group (20, 21). We have

<f>fp, k, /««, f\ s, s3)

[ dpm f dp®£ E (P. k> s- s31 C(jm, y(2>) | Pm, P&\ hm, /3(2))
J J

,-(1) ,-(2)'3 '3

where

and

x y>fpm, p&), jm, j3m, j&\ ?3<2») (34)

fp, k,s,fx\C fj', j")\p',p",m',m")

- fPo^lh P'o)ll2ôfp - p' - p") ôfk - q fp', p"))

ZE (?" ?" »' »' I s i") Di' m' (»i) DL m, («,) (35)
m' m"

qfp', p") \ ß-* fp2) fp' - p"), % 5R 0', /S-1^)),

5R2 *(£",/?-*(£)),

0,-1 (Ä2 + M'2)-1'2 + fk2 + M"2)-1'2.
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The coefficients fj'j" m' m" \ s pt) are the ordinary Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the
addition of angular momenta. The transformation from a fe, s, s3 representation to a
k, I, s, j, /3 representation is obviously given by

£flsmss\jj3) Ylmf{r,tp)*, (36)
m

where û and cp are the polar angles of fe.

If there are more than two independent systems, the little Hilbert space may be

parameterized by combining them successively. The resultant choice of variables
depends, of course, on the order of the coupling. Representations corresponding to
different coupling orders are related by Lorentz-invariant recoupling coefficients.

The commutation rules of the generators are preserved as long as the rest energy h

is any operator that commutes with p, x, and /. The conditions that the scattering
theory imposes on the operator h will be discussed in the following sections.

III. Two-Body Scattering
The mathematical formulation of the scattering problem in the rest frame of the

center of mass is qualitatively the same as for the familiar nonrelativistic theory28).
Most of the formal developments29)30) can be taken over without change. Existence
proofs that rely specifically on the nonrelativistic momentum dependence of the kinetic
energy31)32) are not applicable without modification. Directly relevant existence
theorems have been proved by several authors 16~23). The sufficient conditions of
Katoj) include those of all others.

We identify the Hilbert spaces §>f and §>. According to (9) and (11) with 0=1
we have,

Q±(H, H0) s-lim elHt e~H°' (37)
*->±oo

where H fp2 + h2)1'2 and H0 fp2 + A2)1'2. The operators h and h0 are the rest-

energy operators with and without interaction.
A consistent relativistic scattering theory depends on the following fundamental

theorem.
Theorem 1 : If the Moller operators

ß± fh, K) s-lim eihr e-ih'r (38)
T—>±00

Q± fh0, h) s-lim eih'Te-ihr (39)
T—*.±0O

exist, then the strong limits Q±fH, H0), ß±(i/0, H) exist also and

Q±(H, H0) Q±fh, h0) (40)

Q±fH0, H) QAK, h) (41)

See theorem 2 of reference 23)
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Proof: Consider h and h0 as operators on the little Hilbert space f) and define

H0fp) fp2 + A2)1'2 (42)

H'fp) fp2 + Ä2)1'2 (43)

for fixed p. According to Kato (theorems 1 and 2 of ref. 23)), we have

Q±fH', H'0) Q±fh, K) (44)

Q±fH0, H') Q±(h0, h) (45)

Theorem 1 follows from (44), (45) and Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem.
We assume that v s h — h0 is an integral operator in the space of the square-

integrable functions of fe, and that v may be written in the form

v=rtF (46)

such that k2fk | Ptp | fe) and k2 (fe | F^ F j fe) are smooth bounded functions of fe

that vanish as k2 at the origin. These assumptions are sufficient for the existence of
the limits Q±(h, h0) and Q±(h0, h). If P and T are Schmidt-class operators [i.e.,
Tr(Pt P) < oo], then v is by definition of trace classk). The existence of the Moller
operators is then assured16)17). The operators P(A0 + i)"1 and Ffh0 + i)~l are always
of Schmidt class under our assumptions; Kuroda's sufficient conditions18) are therefore

satisfied.
We proceed to review the consequences of the existence of the limits Q±fh, h0).

If a function fft) has an integrable derivative, then

±oo

]im fft) ffO) + [dt^. (47)
«-±» i

The existence of the limit on the right-hand side is necessary and sufficient for the
existence of the limit on the left-hand side. From the existence of the limit, it follows
that

hm % <!. (48)
(—>±oo

It is easy to generalize these relations to operators and strong limits1).
From Equation (47) it follows that

±oo

Q± 1 + i [ dt eiU v e-ih''. (49)

o

From Equation (48) it follows thatm)

hQ± Q±h0, (50)

and therefore „ ._„,s-lim evKt Q± e~lKt 1 (51)
t->-±oo

k) A good summary of the definition and simple properties of trace-class operators can be
found in reference 33). For proofs and more extensive material, see reference 34).

') Or see references 29) and 30).

m) Strictly speaking, Equation (50) means that h ß± / fì± A0/for all/in the domain of h0.
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From Equations (51), (47), and (50), one gets the Lippman-Schwinger equation
±00

Q± 1 + i [ dt eih°' v Q± e~iKi (52)
o"

In the same manner, for the S operator we obtain

+ 00

S l-i [ dt eih'1 v Q e-ih>', (53)

— OO

and hence _
S 1 - i f dt eiKt v I 1 - i I dt' eiht' v «—"*•'' \e'iKI

1 - i dt éKi j TfM) dP0fM) e-ih°', (54)

— oo

where dP0(M) is the spectral projection of A0 and

TfM) lim v + v (M - h + i eA1 v (55)

We assume that the operator

KAM) lim P(M -h0=fi e)-1 Pf (56)

is complete^ continuous and find (35)

TfM) Pf(l - KAM) y1 P (57)

v Q± f r\l - KAM) y1 F dP0fM) (58)

In the nonrelativistic theory in which

h0 s M1 + M2 + \ k2fM^ + Mt-\) (59)

and zj is a local potential, Equation (50) leads to a set of ordinary differential equations
for the scattering wave functions. Phase shifts can be easily computed by solving
these equations numerically. For relativistic h0, the simplicity of differential equations
is not available and local potentials have no mathematical advantage over nonlocal
interactions. For the computations of scattering amplitudes, algebraic techniques are
available35).

By definition Q±fh, h0) commutes with p, x, and /. From (50), it follows that the
operatorV S Qf Q_

commutes with h0. The operator S is therefore Lorentz invariant. It is unitary if the
ranges of Q+ and Q_ are the same. This property is assured since the limits Q±fh0, h)

as well as Q±fh, h0) exist19).
An obvious extension is the case of several coupled two-body channels where all

particles are elementary. The Hilbert space is then the direct sum of several two-
particle spaces, i.e., „,&=£$*¦ (60)
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The description of the free particles in each channel is the same as before, namely

h-Eh«- (61)
K

The interaction operator couples different channels, i.e., v -> vm> n).

For two coupled channels, we may write

h hl + h2+v' (62)

such that §„ reduces hx and v' has no diagonal elements in either channel. Let fa
and cf>2 be states in channels 1 and 2, respectively. We have then

fcf>2, Sfa) - ii fa, j dt eih02t Q2f v' Q^ e1"01' fa (63)

where
Q2+ lim <Z2r e-lk>2T (64)

T—5-00

In deriving Equation (63) from Equation (12), we have used the transitivity of the
Moller operator19), i.e.,

Q±fh, K) QAh, K + h2) QAK + K, K) ¦ (65)

A two-body system coupled to other channels of arbitrary complexity may be
described by an energy-dependent effective interaction which is the analogue of the
optical-model potential in the theory of nuclear reactions °).

The states of the system are now vectors in a big Hilbert space

§ S° e §7 (66)

where §° is the space of the two-particle states. All initial and final states of interest
are in §°. The decomposition (66) reduces the operator h0 such that

*,=*;+*;¦ (67)

The interaction v consists of two terms, i.e.,

v v° + v' (68)
where

v° fa 0 if fa £ §' (69)

and the range of v° is in §°. The coupling term v' maps vectors in %,° into vectors in §'
and vice versa. The Moller operators Q± are now partial isométries which map §>° into
part of 9), i.e.,

Q±cf>= lim eihT e"l^r cß (70)

n) As an example, one might investigate the 3/2+ meson-baryon resonances by assuming a
simple Sf/j-invariant interaction. The results of such an investigation should be very similar to
those obtained by Wait and Warnok36).

°) See, for instance, reference 37).

2 H. P. A. 38, I (1965)
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for cf) e §°. Let A be the projection operator that projects into H°. Only A vQ± A is of
interest [see Equation (53)] ; and since

v Q± Q± h0 — h0Q± (71)

it is sufficient to consider A Q± A sQ°± and Q'± s (1 — A) Q±A. From Equation (52)
it follows that „±oo

Q'± =i [ dx <Z°'T v' ß°b e-ih°T (72)

o

s-lim f fM - h0±i ê)-1 v' Q°± dP0fM)

and
±00

Q°± 1 + i [ dx eih°r fv Q± + v' Q'±) e~ihoT (73)

o

After substituting Equation (72) into (73), we have

Q\ 1 + i [ dx eih0T vQ°± e-ih°r, (74)

0

where the effective interaction v is defined by

vQ°± vQ± + lim / v'fM -h'0±i e)'1 v' Q°± dP0fM) (75)

From (70) and (71) one obtains

Q°± j [1 + (M - K - AM) ± i e)-1 vfM)] dP0(M) (76)

with _
vfM) lim Afv + v' fM - h0 ± i e)-1 v') A; (77)

and therefore [see Equation (55)]

TfM) lim vfM) + vfM) fM - h0 - vfM) + i e)^1 vfM) (78)

The coupling to the space §' has thus been eliminated. It manifests itself in the effective

interaction v. The operator v is Hermitian if M is not in the spectrum of h0.

For two-body scattering, the cluster condition (5) is simply

s-lim (5 - 1) exp (i /><« a) 0 (79)
|o|->oo

We note that
p«1» a fe a' - |/£2 + Ml a'0 (80)

where
«' ß'HP) (0, a)

We have therefore

exp (i pm a) S exp (- i p« a) eik "' S e~ik ° (81)

and the condition (79) is equivalent to

s-lim (S - l)eika 0. (82)
|o|-^oo
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Since
S - 1 Qff (Q_ - QA (83)

it will be sufficient to prove
s-lim fQ± - 1) eik " 0 (84)
|o|—*oo

The relation (84) has been proved by Cook38) for nonrelativistic scattering by local
potentials. For the proof of Equation (84), we need the following lemma.

Lemma 1 : Let

v=ET:ra, (85)

where Pa and Pa have the same properties as P and A in Equation (46) and

Q± s-lim ei{h0+v) T e-ihor (86)
Then for every (f> ei) r^±oo

/ ±oo \ / ±oo \
||(û± - 1) ^H4 < 4 \Vfdr \\ra e-^falA IVJdx' \\rß ß± e-'^'tW) (87)

Proof of Lemma 1 : Since QA Q± 1, we have

| \fQ± - 1) fa|2 ffa (1 - QA fa + ffa (1 - fl±) fa*', (88)

and from Equation (52) it follows that

||(Û±- l)^|i4<4 | U,fdxeih0TvQ±e-ih0T'faj\2. (89)

The lemma follows from (89) by Schwarz's inequality.
To prove Equation (84), we insert cf> ->- eiH " cf> into Equation (87). There is a dense

set of functions fak) such that for each <f> the second factor remains bounded and the
first tends to zero as a -> oo. We note that

eika eik" =fika)-1-^ei,"lA (90)

— 1 < z < + 1, and integrate by parts. The functions fak) shall be smooth functions
that vanish if the vector fe is either parallel or antiparallel too, i.e., z= ± 1. Thus

±oc

'dx\\ Pa<rs'*°T eikafa\2
o

<^JdkJ dk'fk k')-i Ofco - co') ± A. fa (fe') (fe' I pj pa I k) fak)

< const, a-2, (91)

where
œ fk2 + MIA2 + fk2 + MIA2
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IV. Three-Particle Scattering

In practice, the multiparticle scattering amplitudes of interest are those for
two particles in the initial state and n particles in the final state. The cluster properties
that the S matrix must have as a matter of principle are best studied by considering
scattering amplitudes for n particles in both the initial and final state. The Moller
operators for «-body scattering are needed in any case to correctly describe the final-
state interactions in a channel in which they are produced. Equation (63) is still valid
if channel 2 is an w-particle channel.

The kinematical complexities increase rapidly with particle number. That must be

expected since even in nonrelativistic mechanics there is no very simple way to eliminate

the center of mass from the dynamical variables. We shall therefore discuss only
threebody systems. Throughout this section it is assumed that the interactions do not
produce bound states.

The variables of a [(12)3] coupling scheme of a three-particle system are defined as

follows. The total momentum is

p pm + p&) + pw (92)

The total momentum of the (12) cluster is

£(12) pa) + p&). (93)

The relative momentum of the (12) cluster is

£(12) J. ß-1 (£(12)) ipil) _ £(2)) _ (94)

By Equation (32), the channel spin of the (12) cluster is

*<i2> difpm, ß-1 $<i2>)) y«1' + 9?$(2>, ß-1 (£<i2>)) y<2). (95)

The spin of the (12) cluster is

yd 2) y(l 2) x fed 2) _|_ 5(12)
_ (96)

The relative momentum of the particle 3 and the (12) cluster is

h ß-lfP) fP[z) - Pa2)) ¦ (97)

The rest energy of the noninteracting system is

K {k2 + h\ (1 2) Z2 + fk\ + M23A2, (98)
where o ¦> o

h0 (1 2) (#12>2 + M2)1'2 + (£<12>2 + M2)1'2 (99)

The next task is to modify h0 -> h such that we have a theory of interacting particles.
The existence of Moller operators and a unitary Lorentz-invariant S operator is no
longer sufficient for a satisfactory theory. We must recover the Lorentz-invariant
two-body theory in the limit in which the third particle is removed.

An interaction operator v h — A0 that satisfies Kuroda's conditions for the
existence of Q±(h, h0) vanishes if any of the three particles is removed to infinity, i. e.,

s-lim v exp (*' pW> a) 0 (100)
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j 1, 2, 3. From this it follows that

s-lim (Q± - 1) exp (i p«> a) 0 (101)
a—>oo

Equation (101) can be proved in the same manner as Equation (84). For such three-
body interactions there is no scattering if any one of the three particles is far away.

More instructive is the special case in which particles 1 and 2 interact and there is

no interaction with particle 3. In that case we have

h fk\ + h2 (1 2))1'2 + fk\ + M2)1'2 (102)
and

hfl 2) h0fl 2) + y(l 2) (103)

A satisfactory theory must fulfill the requirement that

0±fh, h0) Q±fhfl 2), h0fl 2)) ß±<12>. (104)

Equation (104) does indeed hold as a consequence of theorem 1. The cluster conditions
for S are therefore satisfied. Our results would be the same for any number of
additional noninteracting particles.

Define now a two-body interaction F(12) in the rest frame of the three-particle
system by the relation

7(1 2) {k\ + [h0fl 2) + »(1 2)]2}1'2 - fk\ + h\fl 2) Z2 (105)

Similar definitions hold for any pair of particles so that the full rest-energy operator
of the three-particle system is

with * *• + "• <106)

v 7(1 2) + F(l 3) + Vfl 3) (107)

Kato's proof23) of the existence and completeness of the Moller operators Q±fh, h0)

is based on the assumption that fah) — <J>fh0) is of trace class for some suitable mono-
tonic function (/>. That assumption is not valid for multiparticle Hamiltonians of the
form (106) even in the non-relativistic casep). Inspection of the proofs of Kato17)23)
and Kuroda18) indicates that it should be possible to extend them in such a manner
that they cover multiparticle scattering if the two-body interactions guarantee the
existence of two-body Moller operators. Along these lines, the existence of Q± is obviously
easier to prove than the completeness. Since according to Equation (49)

±oo

||(ß±- 1)011 || [dx eihT v e-ihor fa\
o

±oo

<y27/r^!Z(^Z~i,>OT9Z > (i°8)

it is sufficient to prove the convergence of the integral in Equation (108) for a dense
set of vectors 0. For two-body interactions of the form considered in Sec. Ill, there

p) For nonrelativistic three-body scattering, Fadeev39) has given a proof of the existence and
completeness of the Moller operators.
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is a suitable dense set of smooth functions of the momenta for which the convergence
of the integral can be proved by partial integration.

The following theorem due to Prosser40) establishes the existence and unitarity
of Q± for certain multiparticle systems.

Theorem 2: Let h0 and v be self-adjoint operators. Assume that the operator v may
be written in the form

v=ErJr«- <109)

a-l
where Pa and Pa are bounded operators such that for each cf> in the domain of h0

\\rae-i^r;fa\<Kaßfx)\\fa\, (no)

where K^(x) is independent of cj> and

+00

E [kJx)=V<1. (Ill)

Then the strong limits Q±fh, k0) exist and are unitary.
Prosser proves this theorem for n — 1. Our generalization n A 1 does not require

any changes in the course of his proof. It is this generalization, however, that makes
the theorem useful for multiparticle systems.

The cluster property of Moller operators may be demonstrated as follows. Since 19)

Q±fh, h0) Q±fh, h0 + 7(1 2)) Q±(h0 + 7(1 2), h0), (112)

we use Equation (104) to derive the inequality

ll(ß±-ß±<i2>)0H4=ll(ß;-i)ß±<i2>0ll4 (i«)

< 4 j (ß±<12) <t>, fQ± -1) QA12)fa2,
where

Q± Q±fh,h0+Vfl2)). (114)

From ±00

Q'±-l - i f dx eiM+V{12))* (7(1 3) + 7(2 3)) Q± ^o+^12»* ; (n5)
0

(Ä0+7(12))ß±(12) ß±<12Z0, (116)

and Schwarz's inequality, it follows that

±00

11 (fl± - ß±<12>) fa |4 < 4 f drf\ \F13 ß±(12» e~ihiìT fa |2 + | |P23 ß±<12) &"iM,r fa |2)

0

"dx' (\\ri3Q±e-'h«*' fa\2 + \\r23Q±e-ih°*' fa\2) (117)x
0

From the inequality (117) we can prove the asymptotic condition

s-lim (Q±-Qyv)eika 0
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by the same arguments that were used to establish the asymptotic condition (84).
Part of this paper has benefited greatly from unpublished lecture notes by

R. Haag. I wish to thank R. Haag and H. Ekstein for many long discussions and
critical comments on the subject of this paper.
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